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PRO GOLF 
Pro Golf features an eighteen-hole, 70-par golf course filled with 

obstacles such as sand traps, trees and water. Games can be enjoyed 

solo or competitively by two players.   

The object of Pro Golf is to hit the golf ball across the fairway onto the 

green and into the hole with the least number of hits, or strokes.  

Golf terms  

 Par: The recommended number of strokes taken to get the ball 

into the hole. 

 Birdie: Completing the hole one under par 

 Eagle: Completing the hole two under par 

 Double Eagle: Completing the hole three under par. 

 Bogey: Completing the hole one over par 

 Double Bogey: Completing the hole two over par 

 Triple Bogey: Completing the hole three over par 

 

 Fairway: the part of the course where the grass is cut short 

between the tees and the putting greens 

 Putting Green: the area of closely mown grass at the end of a 

fairway where the hole is located 
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Male Character Female Character 

TV TYPE: Used to select the genders of players’ on-screen personas:  

     COLOR: MALE (1-player) / MALE vs MALE (2-player) 

     B&W: FEMALE (1-player) / FEMALE vs MALE (2-player) 

RIGHT DIFFICULTY: Used to select the number of players: 

     A: Two-player 

     B: One-player 

Note that this selection must be made before the first shot is taken. 
Once the game has started, changing this setting will have no effect 
on the number of players in the game. 

SETUP 

LEFT DIFFICULTY: Used to select wind is a factor in the game: 

 A: Wind       
 B: No wind 
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The left joystick controller is used in one-player games. Both joysticks 

are used in the two-player games. In the female vs male games, the 

female player uses the left controller and the male player uses the 

right controller. 

When the game is turned on, you are presented with the following 

splash screen.  

Press the red-firing button on the 

left controller to start the game. 
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Score display : 

Before teeing off, the numbers at the top left of the screen display the 

player’s current net score at par or over (in black) or under par (in red). 

The number on the top right of the screen designates the current hole. 

After the tee shot, the top row displays the number of strokes used on 

the current hole on the left, and the par for that hole on the right. 

The game is played on a split screen. The upper portion of the screen 

displays an overhead view of the fairway in play while the lower screen 

displays the player at the tee. 

FAIRWAY 
CONTROLS 
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 Driver: Long-distance wood club. Best for when teeing off 

 Irons:  used in a wide variety of situations. The higher the 
number, the shorter the distance the ball will travel 

 Wedge: used for pitching in or out of sand  

From the overview screen, use the joystick to move the pin in any 
direction to pick a club. When the pin is in range of the ball, an 
appropriate club will be selected automatically. Press the red firing 
button to “lock in” the chosen club. Note that while the club selection 
is pretty accurate, you cannot always reach the target distance, so it 
takes practice to learn what your true shot range is. 

To swing: 

 Pull down on the joystick. This initiates the backswing and 
activates the shot strength meter. 

You must hit the ball towards the pin, which sits next to the hole on 
the green. The club you are using appears in the lower left corner of 
the screen: 
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 When the strength meter is at maximum, press up on the joystick 
to begin the downswing. This will start the strength meter to 
decrease inwards. Too little shot strength will cause the ball to 
land short of the target. Note: Always use the maximum shot 
strength when not on the green regardless of your distance to the 
pin --- the maximum shot strength is based on reaching the target 
you have set.  

 To hit the ball, press the red fire button when the strength meter is 
back to zero. 

 If your ball is below the target, pressing the button too early 

will cause the ball to slice to right, while pressing too late will 

cause it to hook to the left.  

 If your ball is above the target, pressing the button too early 

will cause the ball to slice to left, while pressing too late will 

cause it to hook to the right.  
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HAZARDS 

 If the ball lands in the water, a 1-stroke penalty will be incurred 
and the ball will be dropped at a predetermined location. 

 If the ball lands in the sand or trees, your shot will travel a bit 
shorter than usual (sometimes it will not travel at all). The ball can 
travel over trees without effect.  

 WIND 

Wind is a factor when the left-difficulty switch is in the A position. 
The bottom right portion of the screen displays the direction and 
speed of the wind. If the speed is 0 then there is no wind. 

         9 means the wind is blowing to the right at a speed of 9. So 
aim 9 pixels to left of the intended target. (For reference the 
playfield is 160 pixels wide.)  

The overhead course view playfield has 50 unique vertical 
positions. So a wind speed of 9 up or down would affect the shot 
by about 20% of the vertical playfield. A good rule of thumb is to 
double the wind effect if it is blowing up or down. With practice 
you will get a feel for how the wind affects your shot. 
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GREEN  
CONTROLS 

When the ball reaches 
the green, the play 
reverts to the bottom 
first-person screen. The 
P in the bottom left 
corner denotes that a 
putter is being used 
and the number in the 
bottom right corner 
denotes how far the 
ball is from the hole. 
Wind has no effect on the green. 

Putting is the same as swinging (down - up - button).  The maximum 
shot strength = distance 10 or higher. So for a putt of distance 6 , let 
the strength meter go to about 70% .   

The button must be pressed at the end unless the distance = 0. If you 

press the button too soon, you will push the putt to the right. If you 

press the button too late you will pull the putt to the left. It is possible 

to over putt but only if you are close to the hole. 

Note: The wind direction is based on the overhead course view, 
not the first person perspective. 
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REWARDS 

DOUBLE EAGLE EAGLE BIRDIE 

BOGEY DOUBLE BOGEY TRIPLE BOGEY 

If you succeed in getting the ball in the 

hole within the listed par, slightly under 

par or slightly over par, a special reward 

will flash momentarily on the screen. See 

page 2 for a definition of these terms. 

PAR 
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At the end of the game, the top row will display both players’ total 
scores. 

TWO-PLAYER MODE 
Activate two-player mode by moving the Right Difficulty switch to the 
A position. This must be activated before the first shot is taken. 

The left player tees off first at each hole. After each player has taken 
their first shot, the player whose ball is farthest from the hole plays 
next.   

The light green ball is active shot and the blue or yellow marker is for 
the other player's location. The screen shot below shows the location 
of the balls at the start of Player 2’s turn. 
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COURSE 

 

The hole number displays on the top right of the screen before you 

tee off (it will be replaced by the hole par afterwards).  

The following is the basic layout of the eighteen fairways.  The tee and 

hole are noted by the following symbols: 

Tee (Starting position 

of Ball ) 
Hole (Pin) 

HOLE 1—PAR 4 

HOLE 3—PAR 5 HOLE 4—PAR 3 

HOLE 2—PAR 3 
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HOLE 5—PAR 5 HOLE 6—PAR 4 

HOLE 11—PAR 4 HOLE 12—PAR 4 

HOLE 10—PAR 4 

HOLE 8—PAR 3 

HOLE 9—PAR 3 

HOLE 7—PAR 4 
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HOLE 16—PAR 3 HOLE 15—PAR 5 

HOLE 14—PAR 5 HOLE 13—PAR 3 

HOLE 18—PAR 3 HOLE 17—PAR 5 

Additional courses can be purchased separately: 

                       Augusta Pro Course  Desert Classic 
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1. It takes practice to get a feel for putting. But the rule of max 

strength distance 10 works pretty well . 

2. If moving the target just a little selects a more powerful club 

(lower number), then select the more powerful club. 

3. Except when putting, always use max shot strength since you are 

trying to hit your preset target which = max strength. 

4. Always aim for the center of the green. This maximizes the 

chances of hitting the green. 

HINTS 
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The following individuals were responsible in the creation of this 
product: 

 Edward Smith - Game Designer and Programmer  
         Edward would like to thank Kurt Howe for help with the game kernel  
 Michael Thomasson -  Producer & Cover Design 
 Leonard Herman - Manual 
 Randy Crihfield - Cartridge & Labels 

Initially released at the Portland Retro Gaming Expo  
 October 20-22, 2019 — Portland, OR 


